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SOME REACTIONS OF HYDROGEN ATOMS

GENERAL INTRODUCTION

The first recognized preparation of hydrogen atoms in

the gas phase was reported by Langmuir(1,2,3,4) in 1912 in a

classical series or experiments on hot filaments. He fOUl'1.d that

the rate at which energy was lost from wires heated in hydrogen

increased abnormally above 2100oK. This he explained by assuming

that the hydrogen was dissociated into atoms. Many other experi

ments(5) confirmed this.

The next important preparation of atomic hydrogen was

that of Wood. (6,7) In attempting to photograph additional lines

of the Balmer spectrum of hydrogen, some interesting characteristics

ofcatomie hydrogen were noted. It was observed that the free atoms

had a relatively long life, of the order of 0.2 seconds at a pres

sure of 1 mm.. of mercury, and could thus be pumped for an appreciable

distance after leaving the discharge. Bonhoeffer(8,9) modified

Wood's apparatus and used it to investigate the chemical properties

of hydrogen atoms.

In recent years much attention has been directed to the

photochemical dissociation of' the hydrogen molecule:

~+ h. ~ -+ 2H.

Although the dissociation energy of hydrogen is 102.7 kilocalories,

which corresponds to radiation of 2776 Angstroms wavelength, the

continuum in the hydrogen absorption spectrum is not reached till

849 Angstroms. Since experiments with radiation in this region of

the spectrum are difficult to perform, the dissociation is carried

out indirectly by means of a sensitizer. A sensitizer in this
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reaction is a substance which will absorb radiation of wave-

length shorter than 2776 Angstroms and then transfer this energy

by collision to the molecules to be dissociated. Many sensitizers
~

have been used with some degree of success but metal atoms have

proved to be best. Mercury is the most convenient because it

also provides an intense source of resonance radiation from its

line at 2537 Angstroms. Thus, if mercury vapor is added to the

hydrogen, and the mixture is ill~inated by a mercury source, we

get:
(3PI )Hg (ISo) + hV 2537 ~ Hg

(3PI ) 1
Hg + Hg ~ Hg ( So) + 2R.

This is a very convenient method in many cases, giving good control

and a steady concentration of atoms. One rather serious draw

back may occur if the other reactant present also absorbs the

radiation and yields undesirable decomposition products.

Even more varied than the methods ot preparing hydrogen

atoms are the methods used to detect thtem. WOOd(7) made use ot

the tact that metal wires catalysed the recombination to such an

extent that the heat ot reactionmada them incandescent. Pearson,

Robinson and stoddart(IO) found that hydrogen atoms removed As,

SO, Se, Te, Ge and Sn mirrors, after Pb or Bi mirrors had removed

any tree radicals present. Gleckler and Lind(ll) have listed a

large number ot compounds which are reduced by atomic hydrogen,

and thus give a qualitative indication of their presence.

The first quantitative means of detecting hydrogen atoms

was the calorimetric methed introduced by Bonhoeffer.(8) He

used silver-coated thermometer bulbs and measured the temperature

rise eaused by recombination on the bulb. The use of thermo-
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couples has made the method more practical. Better accuracy has

been obtained by measuring the temperature rise of a mass ot

catalyst and allowing tor cooling losses. (12)

The para to ortho conversion of hydrogen supplies

another means of determining hydrogen atom concentration, since:

H + ~ para .... H2 ortho + Ii.,

The ratio ot para to ortho hydrogen can be found from thermal

conductivity measurements. (13) Thus, by using pure para'hydrogen

in experiments and measuring its rate ot conversion to ortho

hydrogen, the concentration of hydrogen atoms can be calculated.

Farkas(14) has investigated the kinetics of the above reaction

using thermally produced atoms, and it has been used to determine

the concentration of hydrogen atoms produced by mercury photo

sensitization. (15) The exchange reaction between hydrogen and

deuterium:

H + D2 -... liD + D,

can be used in a similar manner. (16)

SmallwoOd(17) used the decrease in pressure on the

recombination of atoms to form molecules as a measure of the

atom concentration. He devised an apparatus which quickly compressed

a mixture of hydrogen atoms and molecules and followed the re

combination by recording photographically the pressure change

registered by a diaphragm gauge.

The method of measuring the concentration ot atomic

hydrogen employed here is that of Wrede (18) and Harteek. (19)

It will be described in detail in a later section.

An important part or the work on hydrogen atoms has

been done in studying their reaetion with one another to form
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molecular hydrogen. The early work along this line has been

summarized by Kassel. (20) All data obtained in low pressure work

points to the fact that reeombinationls the result ot a three

body oollision, where the third body is another hydrogen atom, a

hydrogen molecule, or the wall. More recently, Smallwood (17) has

maintained that the wall reaction is negligible and that a hydro

gen atom is at least as efficient as a hydrogen molecule in causing

two atoms to eombine. Steiner, (21,22) on the other hand, concluded

that there is a small wall reaction and that hydrogen molecules

are the most efficient third bodies. Amdur(12,23,24) found that

the data could be explained by several mechanisms involving various

combinations of first and second order wall reactions with three-

body homogeneous gas reactions. He was unable to select a single

mechanism because of the inaccuracy of the data.

During the last few years, free radical mechanisms have

been very successful in explaining many homegeneous vapor phase

organic reactions. Since a hydrogen atom is orten a part of the

postulated chain, a study of the reactions of atomic hydrogen with

organic compounds may furnish additional evidence for proposed

mechanisms. TaYlor(2S) formulated one of the first successful

hydrogen atom-free radical chains to explain the mercury-

photosensitized hydrogenation of ethylene:

Hg (3Pl) + H2 ... Hg (ISo) + 2H

H + C2H4 .-,. C2HS

02HS +.~ .-,. 02HS + H etc.

In a similar manner, Rice and Herzfeld(26) have explained the

pyrolyt1c decomposition of ethane, acetaldehyde and acetone.

It is our purpose in this research to extend the study
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of the reaction of atomic hydrogem with acetone. A free radical

mechanism for this reaction was postulated by Harris and steaeie(27)

although no definite proof of the presence of free radicals was

found. Since mirrors of the heavy metals are commonly employed to

show the presence of free radicals, this method of detection was

adopted. Mirrors of bismuth, lead and tellurium have been exposed

to the reacting gases and the isolation of metal alkyls from the

reaction products has been attempted. As a prel~inary step it

was necessary to determine the effect of hydrogen atoms on the

metals themselves and these experiments are also described. A

method of preparing radioactive bismuth metal for use as a tracer

has been developed.

GENERAL EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

1. The Wood-Bonhoeffer Method

It has been mentioned above that hydrogen atoms can be

prepared by passing an electric discharge through hydrogen at low

pressures. WOOd(6,7) was the first to note that a discharge tube

could be used asa source of atomic hydrogen and Bonhoeffer(8,9)

adapted his apparatus for use in various chemical reactions. The

apparatus used in this work was of the Wood-Bonhoeffer type and

originally took the form shown in Figure 1. It was afterwards

modified as required.

The apparatus was ope~ated at pressures of 0.3 to 0.4 Mm.

of mercury, with a linear velocity of flow through the reaction

chamber of 0.60 meters per second. The high rate of pumping,

a.chieved by using a four-stage Leybold mercury diffusion pump

with a Megavac as forepump, drew the atoms into the reaction chamber
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before appreciable recombination took plaoe. An alternating our

rent of 200 to 400 milliamps was passed through the disoharge tube

to dissooiate the hydrogen. The current was adjusted to any desirea

value by controlling the primary voltage of the 220 - 5000 volt

transformer with an autotransformer - resistance combination. A

fan provided a stream of cooling air to prevent overheating of the

discharge tube.

Since the walls of the apparatus eatalyse the recombina

tion of hydrogen atoms, it was neoessary'to poison them in order

to obtain high concentrations of atoms in the reaction chamber.

Wood(6,7) used wet hydrogen and found that the film of water present

acted as a poison. Because water here would be an undesirable

~purity, dry hydrogen was used and the walls of the discharge tube

and reaction chamber were coated with phosphoric acid, which has

been found by various investigators(28,29,30) to be a good poison.

A continuous coating was obtained by thoroughly cleaning the walls

with hot chromic acid solution, washing with distilled water, and

finally rinsing with a 10% solution of HPOS- The apparatus was

then pumped down rapidly and maintained at a pressure of less than

10-3 Mm. tor several hours to remove the excess water.

~e hydrogen used was from commercial cylinder supply

and was purified as shown in Figure 2. A constant head was main

tained with a mercury bubbler and the gas was scrubbed by bubbling

it through concentrated sulfuric acid. To remove the oxygen, it

was passed over copper turnings, maintained at 300°0. by a small

furnace, and the resulting water, together with any C02' was re

moved by passing it through a drying column of soda-lime and

Drierite. Finally, a liquid air trap was provided to remove the
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last traces ot condensible impurities. The purified hydrogen was

admitted to the discharge tube through a constant flow nozzle,

consisting of a finely drawn capillary tip mounted as shown in

the diagram. Rates of flow from. 50 to 70 c. c. 'per minute, measured

at N.T.P. were used in the experiments.

2. Measurement of H:rdrogen Atom Concentration

The method of wrede(18) and Hartec~(19) as used to

measure the hydrogen atom concentration, applies to gases containing

only hydrogen atoms and molecules,'where the fraction of atoms

is of the same order as the fraction of molecules. Thus, the

method is suited to the Wood-Bonhoeffer method of producing hydro

gen atoms. The Wrede-Harteck gauge is described by Farkas and

Melville, (31) and its action is s~own diagrammatically in Figure 3.

Figure :3

If we have an orifice with diameter less than the mean

free path of the gas, all transfer ot gas through the orifice

takes plaoe by diffusion. If PA. i's the pressure beyond the

orifice and PB is the pressure in the atomic hydrogen stream, then

FA is less than PB. This is true since all atoms will recombine
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on passing through the capillary, due to the catalytic action of

the capillary walls. Thus, PA will be the pressure of the hydro

gen molecules alone, while PB will be the pressure due to atoms

and molecules. At equilibrium the masses ot gases flowing each

way through the capillary will be equal and, if X is the fraction

of hydrogen atoms present:

p ~ M~A _
T

FA
FE

1
X •

where: MH2 is the mass of H2 = 2

ME is the mass of H = 1

T is the absolute temperature.

Solving, we get:

1 1-V2
and, letting PA = PB - 4 P, our equation assumes the convenient form.:

X : 3.14 A P
--p;-

Since equilibrium is attained very slowly using a small

capillary, a very fine sintered disc was used instead, as intro

duced by Chadwell and Titani. (32) Pirani g~uges were used for the

actual pressure measurements as shown in Figure 4.

The Pirani gauges used were of the commercial type

supplied by Distillation Products, Inc., Rochester, N. Y. They

were calibrated against a McLeod gauge using hydrogen. Their

resistances were measured at constant voltage using a Wheatstone

bridge. To ensure constant wall temperatures, they were surrounded

by an ice water bath at 0°0. It was found necessary to recali-
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brate the gauges about once a month when in frequent use.

Typical calibration data are given in ~able 1 and Figure 5.

Table 1 - Pirani Calibration

Resistance
Gauge A

6.325
6.326
6.545
6.627
6.757

7.014
7.078
7.369
7.584

8.274

ohms
Gauge B

6.545
6.545
6.767
6.848
6.981

7.238
7.300
7.586
7.800

8.481

Pressure
mIn. Kg

1.496
1.490
0.781
0.662
0.534

0.364
0.346
0.253
0.218

0.136

Preliminary experiments with the freshly poisoned

apparatus showed that atom eoncentrations up to 60% would readily

be obtained in the reaction chamber. Some representative values

are given in Table 2. Ifhe atom percentages fell off gradually

when the apparatus was in regular use, apparently due to decreased

efficiency of the poisoning. The poisoning was regenerated by

saturating the apparatus with water vapor between runs.

Table 2
Atom Concentrations

Resistance - ohms
Gauge A Gauge B

Current
milliamps

Pe
mm.. Hg

AP
mm. lig

%Atoms

6.876
6.887
6.910
6.925

7.010
7.014
7.015
7.015

160
175
260
325

0.509
0.507
0.507
0.507

0.066
0.071
0.086
0.098

40.7
43.4
53.3
60.7
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. 3. Preparation of Mirrors

The metal mirrors used were all prepared by the evapora

tion method. The water-cooled mirrors were made as shown in

Figure 6, while the other mirrors were made by suspending an un

cooled pyrex finger above the metal button.

tt Cooling Water

A

To Vacuum ~======~

~--Metal Button

Figure 6
Mirror-Making Apparatus

After thoroughly cleaning and flaming the water

cooled finger, it was inserted into the mirror-making apparatus.
-3

The system was evacuated to a pressure below 10 mm. and heat

was gently applied to the metal button. With bigmuth and lead it

was,found that the best mirrors were obtained when the heat

applied was just sufficient to keep the button in the molten state.

Under these conditions the metal vaporized slowly and redeposited

evenly on the tip of the cold finger. Tellurium vaporized readily

below its melting point and fo~ed good mirrors. When finished,
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the mirror-bearing finger was removed and placed in the reaction

chamber.

The metals used in this work were the purest available.

Their analyses are given below.

Bismuth (C.P,) Mallinckrodt

Impurity

Pb
au
Zn
As
Ag
Fe

%Present

0.00
0.00
0.01
0.00

0.04
0.00

A 1.0 gram sample of the bismuth gave no qualitative test for

antimony using the semimicro qualitative procedure of Kelsey and

Dietrich. (33) ThUS, the amount of antimony present must not be

greater than 0.1%.

Lead (Reagent) Merck

Impurity ~ Present

Sb 0.005
8n 0.005
Ag 0.0002

Total foreign
metals 0.05

Tellurium (Purest) A. D. MacKay. New York

Impurity %Present

Se 0.3

au 0.01
81 0.00

Pb 0.00
Sn 0.00

Total 'fore·ign
matter 0.5
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4. Radioactive Bismuth

The radioactive bismuth isotope used in this work was

RaE. Its source was the lead fraction of a uranium ore, in the

form ot Pb02, which contained fairly large amounts of radioactive

lead as RaD. RaE, the daughter of this lead isotope, is a beta

emitter, and has a half life of 5.0 days. (34) Thus, it is evident

that the radiobismuth may be repeatedly extracted from the lead

at intervals of about 3 weeks. The daugnter of RaE, which is

RaF or polonium, emats alpha particles which can easily be absorbed

and thus prevented from registering on a. Geiger counter. i'he

last member of the series, RaG, is an inert lead isotope.

i'he procedure adopted for the separation of the RaE was

a modification of a standard qualitative analytical procedure.

Concentrated hydrochloric acid was used to dissolve 1.0 gm. of

the radioactive Pb02, 0.30 gm.. of Bi+++ were added, the solution

diluted to 100 ml. and most of the lead was filtered off as PbC12

The remaining lead and the bismuth were precipitated as sulfides,

dissolved, and the lead precipitated as PbS04- To remove the last

traces of active lead, the bismuth was precipitated as Bi(OH)3,

dissolved, 10 mg. of Pb added as a carrier, and the lead was

again precipitated as the sulfate. The bismuth was finally

separated as the hydroxide, filtered off and dried. It was then

reduced to the free metal by heating it in a current of purified

hydrogen from the apparatus.

The radioactive purity of the produet was tested by

determining its half life with a Geiger counter_ The results are

given in Table 3 and Figure 7.
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'fable 3
Decay of Radioactive Bismuth

Time, days

o
0.55
0.97

1.56

2.86

3.61
4.00
4.77
4.98
5.57

6.04
6.57

Activity -
Olicks per min.

14.35
13.29
12.38

11.57
9.89

8.43
8.26
7.17
6.98
6.53
6.19
6.66

The value of 4.92 days obtained for the ha.lf life is

in good a.greement with the accepted value of 5.0 days. It indi

cates that the product is radioactively pure aside from any alpha

emitters which may be present.

The absorption of the beta particles emdtted by the

RaE was tested with various thicknesses of aluminium. The results

are given in Table 4 and Figure 8 and indicate a half thickness of

49 mg. of aluminium per square em.

Table 4
Absorption of Radiation from RaE

Thicmess.of al~inium
mg. per cm.

o
16.8
19.5
67
81

111

Activity transmitted
Clicks per min•..

17.59
13.55
13.06

6.97
5.73
3.40
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PART I

THE ACTION OF HYDROGEN ATOMS ON LEAD. BISMU'fH AND TELLURIUM

A. Introduction

The existence or volatile hydrides or bi~uth and lead

has been the subject or much eontroversy. paneth(35) reported

the :formation of a gaseous bismuth hydride which was stable at room.

temperature and decomposed on heating. He prepared it by dis

solVing a Mg - ThC alloy in dilute hydrochloric acid and was able

to show that the activity passed through porous plugs, proving that

it was in the gas phase~ He was not able to obtain a similar

result with lead. Paneth and winternitz(36) SUbsequently ob

tained enough of the volatile bismnth hydride to get a positive

Marsh's test, similar to that used tor arsenic and antimony. In

all eases, the nature of their experiments was such that no stable

hydride or biamnth was isolated.

Weeks and Druce (37) reported the preparation ot a vola

tile hydride of bismuth in a different manner. They prepared a

solid dihydride, Bi2~' which was decomposed by heating in a stream

of hydrogen, yielding bismuth and a gas. The gas contained bis

muth,- and from the analogous reaction of arsenic, was thought to

Paneth and Norrlng(38) prepared a volatile lead

hydride by using intermittent high-frequeney $parkl~8 at a lead

cathode in dilute sulrurie acid. Its composition corresponded to

that of tetrahydride, PbH4 • Weeks (39) prepared a gaseous le~d

hydride, which be assumed to be PbH4, by the decomposition of solid

Pb2B2 on heating in a stream of hydrogen.

Schultze and Mfu.ler(40) cla.imed that active hydrogen
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from a discharge reacted with lead to form a volatile hydride.

Paneth, (41) however, criticized their claim on the grounds that

undep their experimental conditions tree radicals were probably

present, and the volatile lead compound was in reality a lead

alkyl. More recently, Pearson, Robinson and stoddart(lO) have

reported that atomic hydrogen does not react with either lead or

bismuth. They used the Wood method of generating hydrogen atoms

from moist hydrogen in a discharge.

AlthOUgh tellurium does not react with molecular hydro

gen at room temperature, it has a fairly stable volatile hydride,

H2Te. Pearson, Robinson and stoddart(lO} have reported that

atomic hydrogen removes tellurium mirrors. Thus, the removal ot

tellurium mirrors by the hydrogen atoms themselves is to be ex-

pected in our experiments.

From. the foregoing discussion it can be seen that no

definite pre<lietions could be made regarding the action of' hydrogen

atom.s on lead and bismuth under our e,q>erimental conditions. As

a result, it was deemed necessary to carry out a series of experi

ments to shew whether or not hydrogen atoms reacted with bism.uth,

lead and tellurium under these conditions. 'In any eases where

volatile products were formed it would be necessary to determine

their properties in order to distinguish them from other products

which might be formed in the proposed free radical experiments.

B. Experimental Results

1. The Action of Hydrogen Atoms on a Bismuth Mirror

The action of atomic hydrogen on bismuth was first tested

on a mirror or the metal mounted in the reaction chamber as shown

in Figure 9. The mirror was supported on the top 2 em. of a
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pyrex finger of I em. diameter. The remainder of the finger

was poisoned with HP03 •

The hydrogen atoms began to affect the mirror almost

immediately. The original bright reflecting surface turned a

dull gray, exactly the appearance which would be expected it the

mirror were raised above its melting point and had coalesced into

tiny drops. This impression was confirmed by the fact that the

walls of the reaction eh~ber near the mirror became appreciably

warm. After a few minutes the mirror began to disappear and to

redeposit about 1 cm. below its original lower edge. These ob

servations are in complete agreement with those made by Pearson,

Robinson and Stoddart(lO) under similar conditions. All of these

effects were apparently due to the fact that the metal mirror

catalysedthe recombination of atoms, resulting in the liberation

of large quantities of heat, about lOOkllocalories per mole.

This is apparent from Table 5, since it is evident that when the

mirror disappeared the hydrogen atom concentration around the tip

of the finger increased markedly.

Table 5
Atom Concentration Near a Bi~uth Mirror

Time - min.

o
10

40

%Atoms Condition of Mirror

bright, metallic

gray, disappearing
slowly

last traces disappear

In addition to the distillation effect noted above,

another effect became noticeable after about 10 minutes. Both

mirrors near the tip of the supporting tube bee~e fainter, and

a thin metallic deposit formed slowly about 25 em. below them on
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the central tUbe and on the walls ot the reaction ch~ber near the

outlet. Atter about 45 minutes all the visible bismuth was in

this bottom mirror, which was spread over quite a large area ot

the walls ot the reaction chamber.

2. The Action of Hydrogen Atoms on a Water-Cooled Bismuth Mirror

In order to minimize any ettectsdue to heating it was

decided to use water-cooled mlrrars·. Thus, the mirrors were sup

ported on a water-cooled tinger, which, by means of a standard

taper joint, eou1d be introduced into the mirror-making apparatus,

as shown in Figure 6, or into the reaction chamber as in Figure 10.

A concentration ot about 10% hydrogen atoms at a pressure

of 0.33 Mm. at mercury was used in the first trials. There was

no appreciable heating of the reactor in the zone around the

mirror. After about 20 minutes the'bottom edge ot the mirror was

seen to be receding slightly and the mirror itself became thinner.

After 90 minutes exposure to atomic hydrogen, the mirror occupied

only about 2/3 of its original area, and was so light as to be

almost transparent. During the last part of the run a faint

deposit became noticeable around the base of the reaction chamber

about 25 em. below the original mirror.

As a result of the slow removal of the bismuth mirror

under the action efatomie hydrogen, an. effort was made to recover

any volatile products which might have formed. A new mirror was

introduced into the reaction chamber and the liquid air trap (see

Figure 1) was surrounded· with liquid nitrogen. ~he products from

a two hour run were collected and frozen over into a smaller

system shown in Figure 11. This system consisted of a trap, T,
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a manometer, a Toeppler pump and a standard taper joint, J,to
. I

which various pieces of apparatus could be attached. ~e products

obtained were white and crystalline at the temperature of liquid

nitrogen and sublimed slowly as the large trap was allowed to warm

up.

After freezing the products over into the trap, T, with

liquid nitrogen, the small system was isolated and trap, T, sur

rounded with a dry ice-methanol bath at-80°C. The manometer

showed a pressure of about 3 mm., indicating the presence of

something more volatile than water in the products. On allowing

the system to, come to room temperature, the pressure rose to 40

mm., well above the vapor pressure of water at that temperature.

From t~s, we can estimate the actual amount of product obtained.

Since the volume of this system was 91 c.e., the amount of product

is equal to:

91 x 273 x 40
298 760

= 4.4 c.e. at N. ~. P.

This quantity was formed during a run of 2.25 hours duration and

thus was produced at the rate of 1.9 c.e. per hour. This estimate

ineludes any water vapor which may have escaped from the wall

poisoning and been frozen out, and so eorresponds to a very low

rate of formation of the more volatile produet.

In order to determine whether or not the produets were

obtained from the bismuth, a two hour blank run was made. During

the blank all eonditions were the same as in previous runs except

that the water-cooled finger was not placed in the apparatus. Very

little product was frozen out in the liquid air trap. After

freezing over into the trap, T, its vapor pressure at -80°C.

appeared to be zero, and on warming to room temperat~e (2SoC.)
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a pressure of 24 mm. was obtained. Since this is the vapor pres

sure otwater at this temperature, the product from the blank rlUl

was assumed at this time to consist only of water, and it was

concluded that the more volatile compound previously obtained when

using a bismuth mirror was not present in appreciable quantities.

3. Properties of Products

From the above experiments on the action or hydrogen

atoms on bismuth it would seem that the volatile products, possibly

including a bismuth hydride, were formed as a result of the presence

of a biamuth mirror in the reaction chamber. In any ease, a know

ledge of the properties of the products was essential in order to

distinguish them from meta.l alkyl products expected to be termed

in later investigations. Thus, the properties of the product were

investigated along several different lines. The amount of prOduct

obtained was increased by extending the length of the runs to 4

hours.

(a) Separation from Water

The·presence of water in the reaction products could not

easily be avoided. The poisoning, phosphoric acid, was most .

efficient when not completely dehydrated, and in any event some

atmospheric moisture was a.lways adsorbed when tae apparatus was

opened to insert the mirrors. Part or this water eould be ex

pected to be swept out or the reaction ch~ber during the runs and

frozen out in the liqUid air trap. Thus, it was necessary to

separate the products rrom water before attempting to study their

properties.

The separation was made easy by the fact that at least
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some or the products had an appreciable vapor pressure at -80°0.

while water at that temperature has a vapor pressure or 4 x 10-4

mm. The trap, T, was surrounded with ,8. dry ice-methanol bath at

-80°0. This retained the water while the more volatile products

were pumped to the other side of the system with the Toeppler

pmnp. The trap was then al10wed to warm. up and the water and other

possible less volatile products were pumped out. or the system.

(b) Vapor Pressure

In order to measure the vapor pressure of the product,

it was frozen down into a small finger attached at the joint, J,

in Figure 11, and transferred to a system of small volume, shown

in Figure 12. By varying the temperature of the bath around the

finger the ohange in vapor pressure with temperature was obtained.

The determinations were made on the products from .two separate

runs and the vapor pressures were as shown in Table 6 and Figure 13.

The falling off in the ourve at high temperatures occurred when

all the product had been vaporized. By extrapolating the curve to

760 mm. the boiling point is seen to be about -33°0.

Table 6
Vapor Pressure of the Product

Trial I Trial II

Temperature 00.

-73
-68
-65
-57.5
-54
-51

-47.5
-43
-40.75

Pressure - em.
7.15
9.7

11.6
19.05

23.8

28.9

35.6

46.4
51.6

Temperature °C.
-76.0
-75.0
-70.3
-68.0

-65.2

-62.3

-59.7
-56.0
-52.4

Pressure - em.
5.45
6.05
8.35
9.15

11.2
13.45

16.1

20.3
25.1
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Table 6 - Continued.

Trial I Trial II

Temperature °C.

-37.5

-35

-32

Pressure - cm.

57.3

58.8

59.1

Temperature °C.

-49.2
-44.6
-40.5

Pressure - em.

29.4
34.25
35.85

(e) Decomposition

Paneth and Winternitz(36) reported that the volatile

hydride of bismuth which they prepared was unstable to heat. It

could be decomposed by heating, depositing a mirror of bismuth in

the usual Marsh's Test apparatus. If our produet is a bismuth

hydride, it should be decomposed by heat and, by following the pres

sure or volume changes involved, its formula should be indicated.

In order to completely decompose the product, a small

chamber containing a platinum filament was constructed 80 that it

could be attached to the apparatus at the joint labelled J in

Figure 11. The product was introduced and the course of the de

composition was followed by reading the pressure on the manometer.

A constant current maintained the filament at about 8000 e. The

results are given in Table 7 and plotted in Figure 14.

Table 7
Decomposition of Product

Time - hours

o
1.00
1.75
3.00

3.75
5.75
7.00

12.00

Pressure - em. Hg.

5.50

7.25
8.25
9.05
9.25

10.20
10.35
10.50
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Decomposition of Product

It is apparent from Figure 14 that, on prolonged heating, a

doubling in pressure is obtained.

This doubling in pressure on thermal decomposition was

confirmed in another manner. It was found that at least a part of

the gaseous decomposition product would not condense at the

temperature of liquid nitrogen. After a period of heating the

pressure in the system was measured and then, by means of the

Toeppler pump, the gases were transferred to the trap, T. It

was surrounded with liquid nitrogen and the gases not condensed

were. pumped off. The remainder was returned to the filament chamber,

its pressure measured and the process repeated. In every case the

pressure change Que to the gas pumped off was approximately twice

the pressure drop due to the amount a1.' product decomposed. The
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results are given in Table 8.

Table 8
Decomposition of Product

Trial

1

2

3

4

Pressure of product
deeo~I;.,~sed

3.80

2.40

1.45

1.20

Pressure of decomposition
products formed

ern.

7.45

4.80

3.10
2.50

Ratio

1.96

2.00

2.13

2.08

The substances formed in the thermal decomposition were

stUdied briefly. While the original product was readily condensed

at the temperature ot liquid nitrogen, some of the gaseous de

eompositionproduct eould not be condensed at that temperature.

This fact, and the method of formation, would limit this gas to

hydrogen, methane or carbon monoxide. A finger filled with CuO

was substituted for the filament chamber and the gaseous decompo

sition prOduct was admitted. On heating, metallic copper was pro

duced, along with a vapor which mostly condensed at room temperature.

Thus, it appeared that the volatile product or thermal decomposition

was hyd.rQgen.

'The filament chwmber was tested for the presence of

bismuth, which would be present in the metallic state if its

hydride were decomposed. The chamber was filled with 9 N lIN03

and allowed to stand for 12 hours. The acid was then removed,

evaporated and tested for bismuth using the method of Kelsey and

Dietrich. (33) The test was negative, while a control with 2 mg.

of bismuth gave a good test.
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(d) Absorption

At this point a test for bismuth was made directly upon

the product. In order to carry out the test it was necessary to

decompose the produet by absorption in a suitable medium. Paneth

and Winternitz(36) found that 0.4 N AgN03 and concentrated H2S04

were effective absorbents for bismuth hydride. Both 01' these were

used here.

For eaeh test the product was frozen down into a small

tinger equipped with a stopcock and removed from the system.

Sufficient was introduced to till the absorption finger to a pres-

sure above atmospheric at room temperature. The absorbing solution

was admitted while the finger was immersed in a dry ice-methanol

bath at -80°C. to keep the pressure in the finger below that of

the atmosphere. The finger was then allowed t~ stand for several

hours. On opening it, more solution was drawn in, demonstrating

that at least part of the product had been absorbed. In the

experiment with AgN03 solution, the silver was precipitated as

AgOI and the solution evaporated; while in the test with H2S04'

the excess acid was fumed off. The tests for bismuth were made

in the usual manner and were found to be negative. In each case

a control sample containing 2 mg. of bismuth gave a good test

while a blank gave none. A complete qualitative analysis for the

metals showed that the only one present was a trace of mercury.

(e) Tracer Experiment

In order to render the test for the. presence or absence

of bismuth in the reaction products more conelusive, a mirror of

radioactive bismuth was used and the whole prOduct, inclUding the

less volatile fraction, was tested for its presence. The a.ctive
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metal was prepared by the method previously described, and 0.295

gm. of bismuth, with an activity of 81.4 clicks per minute, as

measured through an alnminium screen weighing 103 mg. per square

em., was obtained. From the absorption curve the actual activity

was calculated to be:

10 = 18.5 .x 81.4 = 350 clicks per minute.
4.3

The mirror was exposed to the action of hydrogen atoms

for 4 hours under the usual conditions and the whole of the vola-

tile product frozen out in the liquid air trap. This product was

next frozen over into the small finger with liquid"nitrogen and

absorbed in 0.4 N AgN03 , to which 10 mg. of bismuth had been added

as a carrier. After standing for 12 hours the solution was

evaporated to dryness and the residue counted. No activity greater

than the normal background was found.

A slight amount of dark residue remained in the large

liquid air trap after the freezing over of the volatile products.

This residue was removed by rinsing the trap with 6 N nitric acid

and the solution was evaporated to dryness and counted. Here, too,

noactivlty appreciably different from the background was found.

The dark residue was no douotmercury, condensed out by the liquid

nitrogen during the run.

(f) Blank Runs

The short blank run performed earlier had indicated that

the appearance of volatile products was a direct result of the

presence of a bismuth mirror in the reaction chamber. However,

all efforts to obtain a test for bismuth on the reaction products

met with failure. As a result, it was decided to carry out several
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longer blank runs.

In preparation for these blanks, all traces of the dark

deposit near the base of the reaction chamber were removed with

dilute nitric acid and the walls were repoisoned. Then the

apparatus was run for 2 hours with the discharge on and a con

centration of about 20% atoms in the reaction chamber to remove any

traces of bismuth which might react with the atomic hydrogen.

Following this, two blank runs, each of.' 4 hours duration, were made

under the usual conditions. In each case the product frozen out,

although slightly less in amount than before, was identical.i~

appearance and behaviour with that obtained previously in the

presence of a bismuth mirror.

To confirm the fact that the product was the same as that

obtained using a mirror, the material obtained in the blank run

was frozen over into the small trap, T. It was separated from any

water present by pumping it out of the trap while it was maintained

at -800C. This was followed by a stepwise decomposition on the

hot platinum filament. As before, after each period of heating,

the gases were frozen down with liquid nitrogem and the more

volatile products were pumped off. The values obtained are given

in Table 9.

Table 9
Decomposition of Product

Trial

1
2
3

Pressure of product
decomposed

em.

1.35
1.25
1.30

Pressure of deeomposi·tion
products formed

em·

2.80
2.65
2.65

Ratio

2.07
2.12
2.04
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Thus, on thermal decomposition, the physical properties

and amounts of the decomposition products obtained appear to be

the same as the>se previously found.

4. The Action.of Hydrogen Atoms on Water-Cooled Lead Mirrors

The action of' hydrogen a.toms on lead mirrors was tested

in the same manner as for bismuth. The mirror was formed on the

water-cooled finger previously described, and placed in the reac

tion chamber. On e±... osure to atomic hydrogen there was a slight

spreading of the mi ror at first, possibly due to distillation.

After this initial effect the mirror was quite stable, being only

slightly less bright at the end of a 4 hour run than it was

originally.

A lead mirror appears to be very effective in catalysing

the recombination or hydrogen atoms. Although a direct vision

spectroscope showed a strong Balmer spectrum from the discharge

tube during ~he runs, and preliminary experiments showed that high

concentrations of hydrogen atoms could be obtai.ed, the concentra

tion of' atoms near the mirror, as indicated by the Wrede gauge,

was always approximately zero.

5. The Action of Hydrogen Atoms on Water-Cooled Tellurium Mirrors

The water-cooled tellurium mirrors were exposed to

atomic hydrogen in the same manner as those of bismuth and lead.

A preliminary experiment showed that under these conditions

tellurium mirrors were readily removed.

A run was made to dete~ine the nature of the volatile

products resulting from the action of hydrogen atoms on tellurium.

A mirror covering the top 5 em. or the water-cooled finger was
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used and disappeared completely in 20 minutes. During the oourse

of the reaction some of the tellurium appeared to redeposit

temporarily on the walls of the reaotion chamber, slightly below

the original mirror. As in the case of lead, removal of the

hydrogen atoms was so complete that the Pirani gauges indicated

no atoms. The products were frozen out by surrounding the large

trap with liquid nitrogen, and at the -end of the run were frozen

over into the small trap,~. The prOduct, a white solid, sublimed

on allowing the trap to warm up slowly and, as room temperature

was approached, began to decompose, leaving a dark deposit on

the walls of the trap and connecting tubing. The deposit appeared

first on any exposed stopcock grease, and at the surface of the

mercury in the manometer, thus preventing the accurate reading

of vapor pressures. After 12 hours at room temperature the deposit

in the trap was heavy and metallio, and on surrounding the trap

with liquid nitrogen a pressure of about 2 em. remained, un

doubtedly due to the hydrogen produced in the hydride decomposition.

~o confirm the presence of tellurium, the deposits in

the trap and on the stopcock grease were dissolved in 6 N nitric

acid, and the solution evaporated to a few drops in volume. The

test for tellurium was then made using the microchemical method

described by Short. (42) A strong positive test was obtained.

c. Discussion and Conclusions

1. Bismuth Mirrors

As a result of the experiments with bismuth mirrors it

is apparent that uneoo1ed mirrors are not sufficiently stable for

use as free radical detectors under the conditions existing in
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a Wood-Bonhoeffer apparatus. Due to the low melting point of

bismuth, and to the large amount of heat liberated by the re

combination of atoms on the mirror, it melts and distils away.

With water-cooled mirrors, however, there is no evidence of

simple distillation effeets.

Using cooled bismuth mirrors a volatile product was

frozen out which was thought at first to be a bismuth hydride.

Evidence against this belief was gradually accumulated. The

vapor pressure of our product would indicate a boiling point of

about -330 0., while Paneth has estimated the boiling point of

bismuth hydride to be 22°0. Thermal decomposition of the product

would indicate a formula of BiH4, whereas the expected formula

is BiHo' analogous to the other group V elements.

The amount of bismuth which should be in the prOduct,

based on a formula of BiH4, can be calculated. In a typical

absorption experiment a pressure, due to the product, of 10.2 em.

at 25°C. was obtained in a system of 31.5 c.c. volume. This cor

responds to 5.0 c.c. at N. T. P. or 0.048 gm. of bismuth. In all

of these trials no test for bismuth was obtained from the absorbed

prOduct, while a control sample containing 0.002 gm.. of: bismuth

gave a good test.

The maximum amount of bismuth which could be trans-

ported in the reaction products was limited still further by the

experiment with the radioactive bismuth mirror. The original

0.295 gm. of metal had an activity of 350 clicks per minute,

making no. allowance for self-absorption. The product was checked

for activity 4.25 days after the original count on the sample was
"

made, and the expected activity at that time can be calculated
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from the equation for the decay of a radioactive element:

where N is the activity at time t,

No is the activity at t = 0,

and A is the decay constant = 0.693 • 0.693
U 5.0

2

-1=0.1386 days

Then at 4.25 days:

N = 350 e-0.1386 x 4.25 =194 clicks per minute.

The largest amount of activity which could be present without being

detected would be of the order of 0.01 clicks per minute. Thus,

the maximum quantity of bismuth in the product would be of the

order of:

0.01 x 0.295 =10-4 gm.
194

Finally, the long blank runs showed that the product

could be obtained without a bismuth mirror in the reaction chamber.

It was obtained only in very small amounts even with four hour

runs and probably resulted from the action of atomic hydrogen on

the hydrocarbon grease necessarily used on the ground joints of

the apparatus. The possible low molecular weight hydrocarbon pro

ducts resulting from this action would account satisfactorily for

the observed properties of the product. The increase in volume

and formation of hydrogen on decomposition is accounted for, since

pyrolytic reactions largely of the type:

,Cn~n-r2·""'" Cn H2n + H2

are of common occurrence. Thus, under our experimental conditions

no volatile hydride of bismuth, stable enough to isolate, is

formed.
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In spite of the fact that a stable bismuth hydride is

not formed, there is a possibility that an unstable one may exist.

The fact that the mirrors were slowly removed, and that a diffuse

mirror reformed about 25 cm. below the original one, indicates

the existence of a volatile compound of bismuth which decomposes

quickly. The distance over which the metal was transported is

too great to explain by simple distillation. Under the conditions

used the rate of flow through the reaction chamber is approximately

0.60 metres per second. ThUS, the average life of the postulated

hydride would be about 0.4 seconds. In any event, it has been

demonstrated that w~ter-cooled bismuth mirrors are stable enough

in the presence of atomic hydrogen to use as a test for volatile

organic free radicals.

2. Lead Mirrors

The experiments with water-cooled lead mirrors have

shown them, at least qualitatively, to be stable to the attack ot

hydrogen atoms. The slight initial spreading of the mirrors is

probably due to distillation caused by the heat liberated in atom

recombination. Thus, lead mirrors should also be suitable for use

as a test for free radicals in the presence of atomic hydrogen.

3. Tellurium Mirrors

It is apparent from the experiments with tellurium

mirrors that they are readily attacked by hydrogen atoms with the

formation of a volatile product. The properties of this product

indicate that it is H2Te. It froze out as a white, snow-like

solid, and decomposed rapidly at temperatures approaching room
(43) (44)

temperature, as described by Robinson and Scott. Stein
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noted the decomposition ot hydrogen telluride on contacting the

mercury ot his manometer, an effect also observed here. In

addition, the product, on decomposition, gave rise to a gas and

a solid deposit. The gas was not condensed at the temperature of

liquid nitrogen, and thus, considering the nature ot the experi

ment, was undoubtedly hydrogen. The metallic solid deposit gave

a good test tor tellurium and so appeared to be tree tellurium.

As a result, we can conclude that the product of the action or
atomic hydrogen on tellurium under these conditions is a tellurium

hydride, probably H2Te.
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PART II

AN ATTEMPT TO DETECT FREE RADICALS IN THE REACTION OF HYDROGEN
ATOMS WITH ACETONE BY THE REMOVAL OF MIRRORS.

A. Introduction

The reaction of hydrogen atoms with acetone has been

investigated by Harris and Steacie. (27) They found that the only

products were methane and carbon monoxide. An experiment using

deuterium in place of hydrogen showed that the methane produced

was almost completely deuterized, while the undecomposed acetone

was very little 'exchanged. In order to explain this they postu

lated a series of free radical reactions:

H + CR3COCH3 ...,. R2 .... CH3COCH2

R + CH3 COOH2 ....". CH3 COCH3
3E

3ECR3 COCR3 + 11 ~ CR3 COeH3 + M

CH3 COCH33E ~ CR3 CO + CH3

CR3CO ~ CR3 + CO

CH3 + H ~ CH3 + H (exchange)

CR3 + H ~ CH4 (wall or third body)

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

CH3COCH33E represents an activated molecule of acetone which either

decomposes as in (4) or loses its activation energy in collision

with another molecule as in (3). Although this series of reac

tions satisfactorily explains the observed results, no proof that

free radicals are present in the reaction has been offered.

The heavy metals have been used to detect free radicals

in pyrolysis reactions of organic molecules, by the formation of

metal alkyls which can be isolated and identified. This technique

has been intensively developed by Rioe.(45) The organic compounds

are decomposed on passing through a furnace, and the products are
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immediately brought in contact with a mirror of the desired metal.

Any free radicals present react with the mirror, forming volatile

metal alkyls which can be frozen out with dry ice or liquid air •

.A large number of metals have been shown to be satisfactory for

this type of experiment.

Three metals, bismuth, lead and tellurium, were selected

for use here. Bismuth has the advantages of being available in a

convenient radioactive form for use in quantitative tracer experi

ments, and of being not too readily attacked by hydrogen atoms, as

shown in the experiments already described. Lead is also inert

to attack by atomic hydrogen and forms several alkyls whose

properties are well known. Tellurium has the disadvantage of

being subject to attack by hydrogen atoms but provides one of the

most characteristic tests for free methyl, forming the bright red

CH
3

TeTeCH3.(46)

B. Experimental Technique

The Wood-Bonhoeffer apparatus previously described was

modified as shown in Figure 15 to allow the introduction of

acetone vapor just above the mirrors. No stopcocks or greased

connections were used in the storage system, shown in Figure 16.

The acetone was sealed into the storage bulb and frozen over into

the calibrated finger as required. The amount used was estimated

by measuring the height of the liqUid in the finger before and

after the run.

The flow of acetone into the reaction chamber was

controlled in two ways. The vapor pressure was kept low by sur

rounding the finger with an ice-salt bath at approximately -20°C.,

giving a vapor pressure of about 2.5 em. Further control was
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obtained by using a sintered glass disc mercury cutoff as described

by Warrick and Fugassi. (47) This valve is shown in Figure 16.

Under these conditions it was found that a rate of flow of about

2.5 c.c. at N. T. P. per minute was convenient, and was obtained

with the disc about 1/8 open. Higher rates of flow allowed the

acetone vapor to back up into the discharge tube where it was

decomposed electrically. Evidence of this was provided by the

appearance of a complicated band spectrum, and a decrease in

the intensity of the Balmer lines when viewed through a direct-

vision spectroscope. To aid in overcoming this effect, the

constant flow inlet in the hydrogen system was adjusted to raise

the rate of flow of hydrogen to about 70 c.c. at N. T. P. per

minute.

The acetone used was obtained from Eastman Kodak Co.

and was their highest purity reagent. Its boiling point range

was given as 55.5 - 55.SoC.

c. Experimental Results

1. Bismuth Mirrors

The runs with water-cooled bismuth mirrors in the

presence of hydrogen atoms and acetone were carried out in the

same general manner as those using hydrogen atoms alone. A test

before the acetone was admitted showed a concentration of about

5% atoms around the mirror. The acetone vapor was then admitted

to the reaction chamber at about 2~5 c.e. per minute at N. T. P.,

and the effects on the mirror observed.

The mirror was only very slightly affected by the

reaction. The upper part of the mirror slowly lost its metallic
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lustre, but the lower part remained unchanged after an hour's
. .

exposure. The rate of removal was, if anything, slower than with

atomic hydrogen alone. Thus, it appears at first sight that the

substances present in the reaction of hydrogen atoms with acetone

do not attack a bismuth mirror appreciably.

In order to detect small amounts of bismuth which might

have been removed by any free radicals present, a tracer experi

ment with a radioactive bismuth mirror was carried out in a manner

exactly analogous to the previously described experiment in the

absence of acetone. The mirror was exposed to the hydrogen atom.

acetone reaction for an hour and the reaction products were

frozen out with liquid nitrogen. A relatively large amount of

product was obtained since all undeeomposed acetone was also

frozen out. These products were frozen over into a small finger

and absorbed in 6N nitric acid to which a little inactive bi8-

°muth·had been added as carrier. After standing for 12 hours

the resulting solution was evaporated and counted. No appreciable

activity was found. The liquid air trap was also rinsed with

dilute nitric acid to remove a slight deposit which formed during

the run. This solution was also evaporated and counted, and

showed no activity.

2. Lead Mirrors

A run or 1.25 hours duration was made using a lead mirror

in the presence of the atomic hydrogen - acetone reaction. Aside

from a slight dulling of the mirror near the top, it remained

unchanged. There was no evidence of removal by the reaction

products.
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3. Reduction of Bismuth and Lead Oxides

Contact with small ~ounts of oxygen renders most metal

mirrors, with the exception of tellurium, inert to free radical

attack, probably due to the formation of thin films of oxide. (45)

Since the method of preparation of the mirrors used in these

experiments involves bringing them into contact with air, this

might be the reason for the stability of the mirrors. In order to

prove that any oxide films which might be present would be re

duced by atomic hydrogen, samples of Bi203 and PbO were placed in

a small depression in the tip of the water-cooled finger, which

was then placed in the apparatus in the usual manner.

The Bi203 was prepared by dissolving 2.0 gm. of the

bism.uth used for making mirrors in dilute nitric acid. 'fhe excess

acid was boiled off, the bismuth precipitated as the basic

carbonate and ignited to the oxide, following the procedure of

Treadwell and Hall. (48)

The PbQ used was supplied by British Drug Houses, and

was guaranteed to contain at least 99% PbO.

~e B1203 darkened almost immediately on exposure to

atomic hydrogen. The presence of the free metal was confirmed by

a few simple tests. Since the oxide is soluble in dilute hydro

chloric acid, while the metal is not, the product of the reaction

with hydrogen atoms was removed and treated wit~ 6N hydrochloric

acid. The unchanged oxide dissolved immediately, leaving only a

black residue. Dilute nitric acid was added to another portion

of the product and here the dark material disappeared with

effervescence, leaVing behind it the yellow oxide which dissolved

more slowly. Additional evidence that free bismuth was produced
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was provided by the fact that a faint mirror was deposited in

the reaction chamber about 25 em. below the sample of oxide being

tested, as had occurred in our earlier experiments with bismuth

mirrors.

In a similar manner the PbO darkened immediately on

coming into contact with hydrogen atoms. To demonstrate the

presence of the free metal in the product it was treated with 9N

nitric acid. The black material disappeared with effervescence,

leaving only the more slowly soluble PbO.

4. Tellurium Mirrors

In spite of the fact that hydrogen atoms themselves

attack tellurium, efforts were made to detect free radicals in

the hydrogen atom - acetone reaction using tellurium mirrors. The

mirrors were exposed to the reacting gases and disappeared in about

15 minutes. The products of one run were recovered by freezing

out with liquid nitrogen. A small amount of dark deposit was

obtained, along with a white deposit containing the unchanged

acetone. On allowing the trap to warm slowly the acetone liquefied

and the remaining product began to decompose, leaving a metallic

deposit on the walls of the trap after several hours at room

temperature. When tested, the deposit gave a good test for

tellurium.

To avoid any interference due to the decomposing

tellurium. hydride present, a second run was made with a dry 10e

methanol bath at -800 C. around the trap. Since the acetone and

the tellurium hydride have appreciable vapor pressures at this

temperature, while 'dimethyl ditelluride has not, (46) only the

metal alkyl should be retained. At the end of the run, only a
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trace of white solid was found. in the trap. In neither test was

any evidence of a red compound found.

D. Discussion and Conclusions

In the experiments wi th bismuth ~d lead mirrors, no

appreciable removal of the mirrors by possible free radicals

present in the hydrogen atom - acetone reaction was observed.

Since with a radioactive bismuth mirror no detectable amount of

bismuth was found in the product, a calculation similar to that

previously made shows that the ma~um amount of metal which
-4

could have been transported was of the order of 10 gm.

The fact that the stability of the mirrors is not due

to their deactivation by a film of oxide has been demonstrated,

since oxides of bismuth and lead were easily reduced under the

conditions present in this apparatus. In addition, the slight

spreading of the mirrors in the presence of atomic hydrogen is

evidence that they were partially vaporized and recondensed,

which should leave them in a highly active state.

Tellurium mirrors are not deactivated by oxygen and

should on this account be a more conclusive test for free methyl

radicals. However, the presence of atomic hydrogen, with the

resulting formation of a volatile tellurium hydride, introduces

complicating factors. Although the large trap was maintained

at dry. ice temperature, under which conditions only the expected

CH3TeTeCH3 and possibly a little a.etone and water vapor would

freeze out, no evidence for the formation of this reportedly

characteristic red compound was found.

As a result, we are faced with two alternatives;
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either (1) no fre~radieals exist in the hydrogen atom - acetone
t

reaction mixture, or (2) under our experimental conditions

metallic mirrors are not satisfactory free radical detectors.

Since their existence has, in general, been definitely established

in other types of organic decompositions, and since they form

the basis of a satisfactory interpretation of the atomic hydrogen

acetone reaction, and others of a similar nature, (51) one is

loath to accept the first alternative as correct. It then remains

to consider whether there are any reasons why mirrors would not

detect free radicals under the conditions existing in the Wood-

Bonhoeffer apparatus.

Harris and Steacie(27) have pointed out that, in the

case of the hydrogen atom - acetone reaction, there is a large

excess of hydrogen atoms as compared to the concentration of free

radicals. This largely aecounts for the fact that no ethane is

formed by the combination of the methyl radicals, even though

they are assumed to be present. The same authors have shown(49)

that a common metal alky~~ Hg{CH3 )2' is almost completely de

composed under similar conditions, depositing the mercury in

metallic form. It, therefore, is a possibility that the alkyls

of bismuth, lead and tellurium would also undergo decomposition

in the excess of hydrogen atoms present. In this case the metal

atoms would probably redeposit farther down on the original mdrror.

This is consistent with our observation that, for mirrors of

bismuth and lead, only the tops of the mirrors showed some evidence

of attack. The tellurium was, Of, course, converted completely

to the volatile hydride.
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PART I

The Detection of Free Radicals
in the Reaction of Hydrogen

with Dimethyl Mercury

A. Experimental Results

1. Cool Bismuth Mirrors

The apparatus used in the work with dimethyl

mercury was the same as that used in the attempt to detect

free radicals in the atomic hydrogen-acetone reaction (1).

The acetone storage bulb was replaced with a bulb of di

methyl mercury, which was kindly supplied by Dr. E. W. R.

Steacie of the National Research Council. With the calibrated

finger maintained at OOC. by an ice bath, and the Fugassi

valve about one-quarter open, the metal alkyl vapor entered

the reaction chamber at a rate of approximately 2 c.c. per

minute at N.T.P.

A water-cooled radioactive bismuth mirror was intro-

duced into the reaction chamber and activated with hydrogen

atoms for about a minute. Then, with the discharge on, the di

methyl mercury was admitted at the above rate for 20 minutes.

Immediately, the lower part of the mirror became grayish-white,

an appearance which spread upwards slowly, until in 5 minutes

the whole mirror was affected. The appearance was that which

would be expected if tiny globules of mercury were depositing

over the mirror. From then on the deposit on the finger became

less opaque, until at the end of the run it had become trans-

lucent.

The less volatile products of the reaction, together

with any undecomposed mercury dimethyl, were frozen out in the
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large trap with liquid nitrogen. To obtain transported bis

muth in solid form for counting, the products were frozen

over into a bulb and treated with bromine, converting any

mercury or bismuth alkyls to the bromides. The salts were

rinsed out with hydrochloric and nitric acids, evaporated and

counted. In this manner it was found that 0.6 mg. of bismuth

had been transported. Rinsing the large trap gave another

0.6 mg. of bismuth, and the residue on the water-cooled finger

showed that 3.2 mg. of bismuth had remained there.

2. Warm Bismuth Mirrors

Although the experiments with cold (180 e.) mirrors

showed a definite .transport of bismuth, the removal of the

mirrors progressed very slowly. Since the finger was the

coolest object in the reaction chamber it appeared probable

that the metallic mercury, produced in the reaction of atomic

hydrogen with dimethyl mercury, was condensing on it in

preference to the reactor walls which were at room temperature.

This deposit then hindered further removal of the bismuth. For

this reason, cooling water at a temperature of about 400 C. was

used in the remaining work to maintain the finger at an

appreciably higher temperature than the walls of the reaction

chamber.

Several experiments were made with warm, radioactive

bismuth mirrors. Some typical results are given in Table I.

In all eases the procedure used with the cool mirrors was

followed, and the runs lasted for 20 minutes. The mirrors dis

appeared gradually, with the grayish deposit previously en

countered forming on the walls of the reaction chamber rather
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than on the finger.
Table I

Trial
No.

1

2

Invol. Fraction
of Bi Recovered

from trap
mg.

Vol. Fraction of
Bi Recovered by

Bromination
mg.

2.2
2.2

Total Bi
Trans
ported

mg.

Mirror
Residue

mg.

After several runs it was noticed that a dark deposit

had slowly accumulated on the walls of the reaction chamber

around the mirror. It was washed off with dilute nitric acid

and the solution evaporated. A small amount of activity was

found in the residue obtained, showing that the deposit con

tained bismuth from the finger.

Blank runs were also made with radioactive mirrors

at 40°C. The mirrors were exposed to hydrogen atoms alone, and

to dimethyl mercury vapo~ carried by a stream of hydrogen with

out the discharge on. In both cases no change in the mirror

could be detected after 20 minutes exposure. Recovery of the

products in the usual manner showed that no measurable amount

of activity had been transported.

3. Effect of Mirrors on Methane:Ethane Ratio

Harris and Steacie (2) have shown that the only products

of the reaction of atomic hydrogen with dimethyl mercury are

metallic mercury, methane and ethane. To explain these products

they have postulated a series of free radical reactions:

H + Hg(CH3 )2 ... CH4 + Hg + CH3 (1)

CH3 + Hg( CH3)2 .. C2H6 + Hg + CH3 (2)

CH3 + CH3
.. C2H6 (3)
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CH3 + H .. CH4 (wall or third body) (4)

This mechanism quantitatively accounted for the observed methane

ethane ratio for various concentrations of hydrogen atoms and

dimethyl mercury. From this mechanism it can be seen that if

some of the free methyl radicals are removed by a bismuth mirror,

then the amount of ethane formed in reactions (2) and (3) should

be reduced, with the result that the ratio of methane to ethane

would be increased, other conditions being equal. This effect,

however, would be opposed by the fact that a mirror lowers the

hydrogen atom concentration, and thus would cause a decrease in

the methane-ethane ratio.

In an effort to obtain evidence along this line, a

silica gel trap was added to the apparatus between the dif

fusion pump and the Megavac. Arrangements were made for by

passing it, and for pumping it down ~hrough the diffusion pump.

The trap was pumped down for 30 minutes at 80°C. before each run

to ensure complete degassing. The. excess mercury dimethyl and

most of the ethane were frozen out in the large liquid air trap,

while the methane and the last traces of ethane were adsorbed

by the silica gel at the temperature of liquid nitrogen. The

gases were recovered from the silica gel by warming the trap to

800C. with a water bath, and toepplering off the products.

The methane-ethane separation was made with liquid nitrogen,

while ethane and dimethyl mercury were separated with a bath

of freezing methanol (approximately -1000 e.).
It was found that some hydrogen was retained by the

silica gel under our experimental conditions. By pumping down
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at the temperature of liquid nitrogen, most of the hydrogen

could be removed, with very little loss of methane. A series

of trials, listed in Table 2, was made to find the optimum

pumping time. In each case hydrogen was passed through the

silica gel trap, surrounded by liquid nitrogen, for 25 minutes.

The trap was then pumped down for the given time with the
I

Leybold-Megavae combination, warmed to BOoC., and the hydrogen

retained was pumped off and measured.

Table 2

Trial No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Pumping Time
(min. )

10

10

12

15

15

15

20

H2 Retained
(c.c.)

_ 25 3£

17.0

1.8

1.9

1.3

1.7

1.2

E Pumped down with Megavac alone.

A pumping time of 15 minutes was adopted, giving a mean correction

of 1.6 c.e. for adsorbed hydrogen.

To find out how much methane was lost in this pump-

ing, adsorption experiments were carried out. A volume of

methane of approximately the size of the samples obtained in

our experiments was released into the cold, evacuated silica

gel trap. The trap was pumped down for 15 minutes, warmed up

and the methane toepplered off. The results are given in Table

3.
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Table 3

Trial No.
Original Volume
of Methane - c.c.

Volume Methane
Recovered - c.c.

Volume Methane
Lost - c.c.

I

2

3

19.4 18.9 0.5

18.9 18.2 0.7

4.0 3.4 0.6

Mean • 0.6

Thus, the average amount of methane lost is 0.6 c.c. at N.T.F.

The retention of methane by the silica gel was also

checked in a manner designed to reproduce as closely as possible

the conditions existing during the runs. The hydrogen was run

through the system at the usual pressure of about 0.4 rom. and

a known volume of methane was introduced in small amounts with

the Toeppler pump over a period of 20 minutes. The silica gel

trap was then pumped down and the adsorbed gases recovered and

measured, giving the values in Table 4.

Table 4

Initial Volume Corrected
Volume of Correction Correction Volume

of Gas Re- for for of
Methane covered Hydrogen Methane Methane

c.c. c.e. c.c. e.c. c.c.

19.6 20.7 -1.6 +0.6 19.7

Thus, the values of the corrections preViously determined apply

well to our experimental conditions.

Preliminary attempts to determine the methane-ethane

ratio resulting from the hydrogen atom-dimethyl mercury reaction

gave inconsistent results. This was thought due to the de-

terioration of the poisoning, and to the accumulation of a small
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amount of bismuth on the walls of the reaction chamber. As a

result, the apparatus was cleaned and repoisoned, and the

poisoning was regenerated between runs by introducing water

vapor. The results are given in Table 5. Trials I and 2 were

made without mirrors while trials 3 and 4 were made sUbsequently

with bismuth mirrors. Hydrogen atom percentage measurements

were made prior to each run. In the presence of the mirrors

the Wrede gauge showed no appreciable concentration of atoms,

i.e. about 1 percent or less.

Table 5

Trial No.

Duration of pun (min.)

'Rate of flow of Hg( CH3 )
(c.c. per min. at N.~.P.)

Vol. CH4 produced
(c.c. at N.T.P.)

Vol. C2H6 produced
(c.c. at N.T.P.)

Vol. Hg(CH
3

)2 decomposed
(c.c. at N.T.P.)

Percent Hg(CH3 )2 decomposed

Percent H Atoms (by volume)

Rate of inflow of H Atoms
(c.c. per min. at N.T.P.)

Ratio H/Hg(CH3)2

Ratio CH~C2H6

4. Effect of Nitric Oxide

1 2 3 4

20 20 20 20

1.70 1.57 1.64 1.61

30.6 24.6 14.6 14.1

14.4 13.8 9.9 9.6

29.7 26.1 17.2 16.7

88 83 52 52

20 20 1 1

16 16 0.7 0.7

9.5 10 0.4 0.4

2.1 1.8 1.5 1.5

One criterion of a free radical chain reaction 1s that
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it can be at least partially. inhibi ted by small amounts of

nitric oxide. Thus, if this gas is introduced into the reacting

mixture around a bismuth mirror, some of the free radicals

should be removed from the reaction, and the removal of the

mirror should be inhibited or slowed markedly. To test this,

a system was constructed to feed in a small amount of nitric

oxide, at a known rate, along with the mercury dimethyl.

Smallwood (3) has shown that nitric oxide undergoes no appreci

able reaction with hydrogen atoms, although it does catalyse

the recombination of the atoms to some extent.

In a preliminary experiment with a bismuth mirror

the removal appeared to take place more slowly than usual.

Radioactive mirrors were used to determine definitely whether

the effect was a real one. The results are compared in Table 6

with those previously obtained in the absence of nitric oxide.

Table 6

Weight of Bi Trans-
Total Weight ported in

Trial Ratio of Mirror 20 min.
No. NO!Hg(CH3 )2 (mg. ) (mg. )

1 0 4.0 3.3

2 0 4.7 3.4

3 0.093 6.8 2.1

4 0.46 5.1 2.7

B. Discussion and Conclusions

The removal of bismuth from mirrors exposed to the

atomic hydrogen-mercury dimethyl reaction provides good evi

dence for the existence of free methyl radicals. The product,
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presumably trimethy1 bismuth, is transported in the gas phase

and frozen out a1o~g with excess dimethyl mercury. In the experi

ments with cold mirrors the fact that mercury deposits on the

finger leaves the possibility of a direct surface reaction. How

ever, the experiments with the mirror a few degrees above room

temperature show that the deposition is merely due to a tempera

ture effect, the free mercury' depositing on the coolest exposed

surface. The blank runs have demonstrated that the removal

of the mirrors was not due to either the hydrogen atoms or the

mercury dimethyl alone. Thus, the existence of free methyl

radicals in the gas phase is indicated.

~ne data obtained in the study of the effect of bismuth

mirrors on the methane-ethane ratio do not in themselves provide

evidence for the presence of free radicals. However, by

comparison with the results of Harris and Steacie (2), some

further confirmation of their presence can be obtained. They

have shown that the ratio of methane to ethane decreases as the

ratio of hydrogen atoms to dimethyl mercury molecules is de

creased. For a ratio of hydrogen atoms to dimethyl mercury of

0.5 they find that the ratio of methane to ethane is 0.8. In

our experiments, for a ratio of hydrogen atoms to dimethyl mer

cury of 0.4, the ratio of methane to ethane is 1.5. The fact

that in our apparatus the methane-ethane ratio tends to be lower,

for a given value of the hydrogen atom-dimethyl mercury ratio,

'than their value would make the difference even greater. Thus,

the ratio of methane to ethane is greater by a factor of 2

than would be the case without a mirror. This is in agreement
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with our reasoning based on the assumption that free radicals

are present which are removed by the bismuth mirror.

No definite conclusions regarding the presence of

free radicals can be drawn from the experiments with nitric

oxide. Although the rate of removal of the mirrors is definite

ly lowered by small amounts of nitric oxide, the ,gas is known

to catalyse the recombination of hydrogen atoms (3) and the

difference could be accounted for on the basis of the lowered

hydrogen atom concentration. It seems apparent, however, that

the length of the free radical chains involved must be short,

or the effect would be more .pronounced. The slight increase in

the rate of removal of the mirrors with increasing concentra

tion of nitric oxide, could be accounted for by a catalytic

activity of the nitric oxide itself at higher concentrations.
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PART II

The Reaction o£ Hydrogen Atoms with Carbon

A. Experimental Results

In order to test the action of atomic hydrogen on

elemental carbon, a light carbon deposit was formed on the

water-cooled finger by exposing it to a smoky gas flame. The

finger was then placed in the reaction chamber which was highly

evacuated for 45 minutes and then exposed to the action of

hydrogen atoms under the usual conditions. It was found that

the carbon deposit disappeared in a few minutes. Further

tests seemed to indicate that warm deposits were more readily

removed than cold ones. One experiment was tried with a bis

muth mirror on the finger, adjacent to and below the carbon

deposit to see whether free radicals could be detected. How

ever, the carbon disappeared without any noticeable change in

the mirror.

Several trials of 45 minutes duration were made with

heavy carbon deposits. The volatile products were collected in

the silica gel trap, surrounded by liquid nitrogen. The

products were recovered from the silica gel in the usual manner

and divided into a methane fraction (volatile at the tempera

ture of liquid nitrogen), a C2,C3 fraction (volatile at -lOOoe.),

and a residue (volatile at room temperature). Table 7 lists

the volumes obtained for the various fractions. Those for

the methane·fraction are corrected by the usual amount for

adsorbed hydrogen and methane loss on pumping down.
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Table 7

Trial
No.

Cooling Water
Temp. (oc.)

Vol. of Methane
Fraction (c.c.)

Vol. of C2-C3
Fraction \c.c.)

Vol. o:f
Residue

(c.c.)

1 Uncooled 6.0 0.5 0

2 55 1.7 0.3 0

3 45 6.3 0.9 0

B. Discussion and Conclusions

It is apparent from these preliminary experiments

that carbon is attacked by atomic hydrogen at room temperature

and slightly above. The volatile products of the reactien

consist mostly of a gas, volatile at the temperature of liquid

nitrogen, which must be methane. In addition, a slight amount

of a substance volatile at -100°C., perhaps ethane, is formed.

No indications of any less volatile products were found.
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